Current status of robotic training in the UK – a trainees perspective
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Abstract

The validation of robotic surgery in a growing number of operative procedures has increased its acceptance nationwide and its usage is becoming widespread. Training needs to reflect this fast paced environment to ensure that surgeons continue to progress competently and safely. Current surgical training in the UK is validated through the Intercollegiate Surgical Curriculum Programme (ISCP) with progression assessed through an Annual Review of Curriculum Progress (ARCP). There has been some resistance to this since its introduction and many trainees remain dissatisfied with this programme. Training in robotic surgery is currently focused through fellowships with little regular exposure to urology trainees at more junior levels. Robotic simulation provides a useful adjunct to training for both technical and non-technical skills. Its usage is particularly valuable to more inexperienced trainees but may be of limited benefit in those with more advanced skills. Training programmes such as the fundamental skills in robotic surgery (FSRS) have been created to facilitate robotic training and it is likely that the future of robotic surgery training will include a combination of theoretical learning, training programmes and fellowship training.
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Introduction

Robotic surgery has increased in popularity since its introduction in 2003. Its validation in a growing number of operative procedures has increased its acceptance nationwide and its usage is becoming widespread. Initial training of robotic surgeons relied heavily on industry and it is this training which has helped to guide the first wave of robotic urological surgeons through their initial learning curve. The rapid introduction of robotic surgery throughout urology necessitates the introduction of standardized training methods.

Background

At present surgical training programmes vary greatly. The traditional approach to surgical training was an apprentice-ship model with focus on passing the necessary membership examinations and completion of a pre-set number of years. In the UK a formalised surgical training programme was introduced in 2007 in response to the introduction of the European Working Time Directive and concerns that decreased working hours would compromise training and in turn patient care. This programme, the Intercollegiate Surgical Curriculum Programme (ISCP), focuses on competency based progression in academia, technical skills (operative and clinical) and non-technical skills (leadership, communication, situational awareness and decision making). Progress is reviewed on a regular basis through an Annual Review of Curriculum Progress (ARCP) panel at which development in these areas is assessed. Training assessment is formalised through the ISCP website.

This is an electronic platform where trainees request assessments in the above areas from consultants in the form of work based assessments (WBAs). This system is not without its flaws and its introduction was met with a degree of resistance. A survey of trainee opinions about ISCP in 2008 found a high degree of dissatisfaction across all areas.¹, ² A repeat of this survey 3 years later has shown a significant
improvement but overall, trainees remain dissatisfied by the ISCP.3

Despite this the ISCP does provide a good platform for structured learning with regular assessment and feedback. It also sets the benchmark for what to achieve in that academic year. When used earnestly by trainees it can encourage development and progression.

The importance of a training programme in urology

Training needs to occur in order to progress the next generation of robotic surgeons however, it is important that knowledge and skills in robotic surgery can be gained whilst in a controlled environment without undue risks to patients. In addition to this there is increasing emphasis on validation of skills and competency. The need for a robotic surgical curriculum has been highlighted by established experts as well as trainees. Curriculum delivery through a stepwise approach has been suggested firstly with acquisition of knowledge and understanding of the basic steps involved in the surgical procedure. Next with practical skills under expert supervision and finally with independent practice7 (see Figure 1). Emphasis has been placed on the importance of structured competency based progression with a minimum level of proficiency defined prior to commencing independent practice.

![Fig. 1: Outline of robotic training.](image)

Simulation training

Specific robotic simulators have been designed for training in robotic surgery and there are 5 main simulators available; Robotic Surgical Simulator (RoSS), SimSurgery Educational Platform (SEP), ProMIS, Mimic dV-Trainer, and the Da Vinci Skills Simulator. Other than RoSS, all these have been assessed for face, construct and content validity.1 There does not appear to be one simulator that is superior to any other in terms of educational benefit but comparison is difficult due to the lack of standardised assessment between simulators.1 Robotic simulation has been suggested as a tool for validating competency through the measurement of progression through the learning curve.8 Indeed the usage of robotic simulator training has been associated with a significant reduction in task completion time and economy of movement.9 In practice, it has also been shown to be cost effective10,11, realistic and easy to use.12 Novice surgeons appear to have the greatest benefit from simulation training with more experienced surgeons demonstrating minimal improvement only.13,14 This may be because at present simulation focuses on generic basic skills such as hand eye coordination and therefore simulation training, though useful in the preliminary stages of learning, may not confer additional benefit in advanced surgical skill.1,15

A more generalised non-robotic training programme was introduced to urology trainees in south London. This was found to be useful in testing both technical and non-technical skills. Feedback from trainees in this course was positive with 90% of participants keen to have more participation in simulation training.12

Training programmes

Robotic training programmes which use a combination of tutorials, observation of live surgery and skills training with simulation have been described (see Figure 2).11,14,16,17

The Fundamental Skills in Robotic Surgery (FSRS) training programme was created using curriculum exercises from the Fundamentals of Laparoscopic Surgery (FLS) course. A short tutorial on the usage of the Da Vinci Surgical Simulator (DvSS) was followed by three main skills tests; suture pass, ball skills and 4th arm manipulation. Their study showed favorable results compared to controls in the advancement of ball pass skills but less so in suture skills and 4th arm manipulation.

Dulan et al also base their training programme on elements from the FLS course whilst also incorporating an online tutorial in robotic surgery from Intuitive Surgical.11 This was followed by 9 skills exercises practiced on the DvSS to cover 16 specific skills which were assessed using the FLS criteria. On course completion all participants had substantial improvements in scores. Content for their course was determined by a group of expert robotic surgeons, and this course has been assessed for context, face and construct validity.18-20

Buchs et al17 also present their course based training in basic generic robotic skills involving a 2 day course of theory, practical sessions in a dry lab and with cadavers and observation of live robotic surgery. Participants who had completed the course went on to practice robotic surgery in 46% of cases whereas only 6% did so pre-course.17

For more advanced training and education Rashid et al have presented their approach to robotic training in a fellowship setting beginning with Da Vinci certification followed by
stepwise introduction of practical hands on experience in the steps of prostatectomy with progress measured using a 1-5 analogue scale. Each assessment was logged in a digitally maintained diary. This has been shown to be successful in introducing steps of surgery in a controlled way which aids progression of the trainee without leading to delays in operative time or endangering patient safety. They found that both their fellowship trainees improved in completion time with the number of procedures performed and were able to complete a prostatectomy in a timely fashion by the end of their training.16

Training of robotic surgeons began with industry lead courses and has since heavily relied on these as the benchmark for introduction to robotics. More recently there has been a call to move away from industry lead training and the FSRS course has been suggested as an alternative.5 The FSRS course and the training programme by Dulan et al appear to make the greatest impact on novice surgeons much like basic simulation training. For more advanced robotic trainees a programme such as that suggested by Rashid et al is a good way of maintaining training whilst ensuring patient safety.

The electronic monitoring of progression mirrors that of current training in the UK with the ISCP platform. Although this training program clearly has its benefits it is more time consuming to arrange and requires a trainer who is skilled in the assessment techniques used. For this type of assessment to be useful nationwide it would require inter-rater reliability as well as being feasible to arrange at specialist robotic training centres.

**Fellowship**

The majority of robotic surgical training is carried out as part of a fellowship programme. Currently in the UK there are 6 robotic fellowships with only one that is BAUS accredited (see **Figure 3**). These are extremely competitive receiving applications internationally as well as from within the UK. Interest in these centres also comes from established urological consultants who are wishing to extend their practice to incorporate robotic surgery.

1. Intuitive robotic fellowship grant
2. Ethicon biosurgery passport bursaries
3. Chitra Sethia Centre Bursaries
4. The Urology Foundation

**Fig. 3:** Support for fellowship.

Robotic fellowships have the advantage of being based in well-established teaching hospitals with high volumes of robotic cases and robotic experience. Experience in a high volume centres has been associated with the subsequent formation of a safe robotic unit in terms of functional and oncological outcome.21

Despite the positive impact on individual training for robotic fellowships its introduction can be contentious. There is a risk that the presence of robotic fellows can impact negatively upon the training for established urology SPRs. Therefore there has to be careful consideration regarding the division of labour and the provisions of training for all urology trainees. The role of the urology SPR can also be threatened by the introduction of advanced surgical nurse practitioners as bedside assistants in robotic surgery.

Their introduction has added stability to the assistant role which may otherwise be a periodically rotating post with an adjustment phase required for each transition. Their relative wealth of experience may result in many urology trainees being outperformed when first learning to assist in robotics and therefore nursing assistants may become the favoured choice by many consultants. Conversely some may find the role of the advanced surgical nurse practitioner has a positive effect as the presence of a constant and capable bedside assistant may allow trainees to spend time learning directly at the console with the supervising surgeon or at a dual console where these are present.

**Funding and support**

There are several financial considerations when undertaking a career in robotic surgery. Courses are expensive and yet necessary for progression although a number of small grants and bursaries are available for support (see **Figure 3**). The Urology Foundation supports consultants and their teams to further their education in robotic surgery through preceptorship programmes. They have also founded a mentorship programme for centres keen to enrol a robotic surgical unit at their home institution as well as a two fellowship training opportunities. In addition to small grants and bursaries, some fellowships will come with some salary support in return to service provision either through an on call capacity or by doing sessions in clinic or small elective cases.

**Assessment of training**

Assessment of robotic trainees is essential to ensure competency based progression prior to independent practice. For this to be useful it must be valid, reliable, feasible and have education impact.22 Part of the challenge of creating adequate assessment is defining the level of competency required. Methods of assessment can be categorized as per **Figure 4**.

1. Educational work based assessment
2. Logbook assessment
3. Annual review of progress
4. Examinations
5. Successful completion of training modules/courses

**Fig. 4:** Training assessment.
This is simpler in testing knowledge which can be measured through examinations. However assessment of competence in technical and non-technical skills is more challenging. Currently assessment of both of these occurs through the completion of WBAs and these have been used widely in the ISCP training programme.

Between regions and trainees the assessment system must be standardised so that trainees all reach the same competency skills expected at each level. This can be difficult to achieve on a multinational basis with high numbers of assessors as each of these will need individual training in methods of education and assessment.

Conclusions

Urology is ever evolving in its approaches to oncological and benign conditions. There is increasing focus on minimally invasive and in particular robotic surgery. Training needs to reflect this fast paced environment to ensure that surgeons continue to progress competently and safely. A formal training programme in robotic surgery has been suggested to accomplish this however there are several challenges in its introduction specially with the introduction of complex robotic urological procedures such as robotic cystectomy and intracorporeal reconstruction techniques. The suggested format includes a pre-clinical or theoretical phase followed by simulation training whilst progressing to operative console training and eventually independent practice. Provision of pre-clinical training may be through lectures either on a local basis or through distance learning. Clinical experience is usually through fellowship training, however as robotic surgery becomes more established it is sensible to assume that this may occur at an increasingly more junior level. Simulation training has been suggested to complement clinical training by creating a safe environment in which refinement in technical and non-technical skills can occur. Specific multimodality training programmes have been designed and tested though an ideal cost effective, feasible, valid and educationally positive training programme is still awaited.

Current assessment methods available for trainees in the UK have been through work based assessments as part of the ISCP. There has been some resistance to this since its introduction but this has improved in the years since, perhaps suggesting that its usage has become more accepted amongst trainees. The ISCP could be used for assessment in robotic surgery. This would have the advantage of standardising assessment but its usage may not be popular in trainees from outside the UK who are not familiar with this training assessment modality. A more refined version of the ISCP may be an alternative, taking into account the negative comments from previous trainees and improving upon this.

For trainees there are lots of elements to consider when contemplating a career in robotic surgery. Training is longer and fellowships are competitive and may require financial support through grants or bursaries. Though this may put off some trainees there is an attraction in being close to the forefront of urological surgery and robotic surgery remains a highly competitive subspecialty.

The implementation of a robotic surgery training programme is an exciting opportunity to create a standardised educational platform to train the urological surgeons of the future, thus moving robotic surgery to the forefront of creating a safe and proficient workforce. Appropriate consideration of the controversies and challenges involved will smooth its introduction and make it an attractive option for urology trainees.
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